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Abstract
Music is commonly used as a tool in political organizations in general. Due to religious norms and inter-
pretations, Islamist organizations use anashid as the main musical genre for political aims. By exploring how 
anashid is used in Hamas and Hizbullah, two major political players in the Middle East, this thesis adds to 
the sparse academic analysis about the role of anashid and its relation to Islamist organizations. By merging 
the academic fields of politics, music, and Islam, the study makes sense of anashid theoretically in organiza-
tions. Of central importance is how music is used intentionally and collectively with the aim of influencing 
peoples´ behavior and mindset, as well as how the interpretation of music goes beyond primary intentions. 
The thesis is based on long term field work inside Hamas and Hizbullah. Trough observations and inter-
views with supporters and leaders, the thesis inquiries the political function of anashid in different settings 
of the two organizations and how informants give meaning to anashid. On the basis of these data, the thesis 
shows that anashid is the main soundtrack of politics in Hamas and Hizbullah. It implies that anashid serves 
the function of delivering the political messages of the organizations while simultaneously aiming for main-
taining religious values. Hence, anashid embraces the unique function of serving as a core messenger of the 
organizations´ ideology and goals. Moreover, the thesis reveals that integrating the political and religious 
through anashid creates an overlap of its usage in the organizational and the private domains of Hamas and 
Hizbullah. Hence, through anashid, the distinction between the private and the public becomes blurred. 
The thesis concludes that anashid functions in a politically powerful way in Hamas and Hizbullah, mainly 
collectively. Anashid possess influence on peoples´ emotions in order to frame identities in a collective 
manner through the political activities it initiates.   
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